Create a Fill in the Blank Question

Create a Fill in the Blank Question for Bb 9.1 SP9

Create a Test or Enter a Test

On the Test Canvas page, select Create Questions, Select Fill in the Blank
The **Question Title** is optional.
Create the question by entering a statement with a blank space for the answer.
Keep answers simple and limited to one word, or as few as reasonably possible.

Select the number of acceptable answers from the drop-down menu.
If possible, use one word answers to avoid issues with spacing and punctuation.
Answers of more than one word will need a list of all acceptable answer combinations, such as
John Kennedy, John F. Kennedy, John F Kennedy, J F Kennedy, J. F. Kennedy, John Fitzgerald Kennedy, JFK.
Provide answers that allow for common misspellings, abbreviations, and other acceptable variations.
Phrase questions to indicate the best way to answer it and that can have only one correct answer.

Click Submit to add the question to the test